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Reconciliation Action Plan
January 2022 - January 2023

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
CWP Renewables acknowledges the Traditional Owners and ongoing Custodians of the
lands and waters on which we operate. We pay our respects to Elders past, present and
emerging, honouring their wisdom.
We recognise that Australia is made up of many different and distinct Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander groups, each with their own culture, language, beliefs, and practices.
We celebrate this diversity of Australia’s First Peoples and their ongoing connections to
Country.
We are inspired by the power, courage and resilience demonstrated by the willingness
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples to reconcile. We are thankful for the
opportunity to contribute and participate.
We particularly acknowledge and extend our appreciation to the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples that have contributed their time, effort, and wisdom to the
development of this Reconciliation Action Plan.
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Crudine Ridge Wind Farm - Wiradjuri Country
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About the Artist
Saretta Fielding is an award-winning Aboriginal Artist of
the Wonaruah Nation living in Awabakal Country, NSW. Her
artwork versatility is seen across a wide range of public
artworks and mediums including fine art, public installations
and fashion.
Saretta’s unique art style combining traditional symbolism and storytelling in a
contemporary artform, as well as her distinct colour palette, is fast becoming
recognised nationally and internationally. Her flair for interpreting natural elements and
mediums demonstrates her passion for country, instantly grabbing one’s attention,
inviting the viewer to savour, connect and share in the rich and alive culture of
Aboriginal Australia.

About the Art

Bulbul Parai - meaning Heart for Country in the Awabakal language
Original Artwork by Saretta Fielding, for CWP Renewables

The artwork highlights CWP Renewables, their commitment to reconciliation and
their journey of fostering a sustainable future in harmony with the environment,
community, and all stakeholders.
The Gathering Circle within the artwork depicts CWPR, their commitment to
reconciliation and collaboration on a shared vision. The circles hold a significant
threefold meaning within the design:

Traditional designs portraying wind turbines holding six steppingstones are featured within
the backdrop on country. The steppingstones have the dual symbolism of both the journey
we are on from fossil fuels to renewable resources, and CWPR’s six values:
1 Safety First
2 Integrity

The outer imagery depicts three traditional
symbols for Elders, acknowledging Traditional
Custodians upon the CWPR footprint across
country and the value of traditional cultural
practices that operate in harmony with
country.
The centre three rings of the gathering circle
represent the three key focus of reconciliation:
respect, relationships and opportunities.
While together the complete circle surrounded
by people symbols reflects the CWPR family,
teamwork and embracing the communities
in which they operate through collaboration,
inclusion and bringing a welcome to all.
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3 Quality
4 Respect
5 Tenacity
6 Collaboration
Engraved songlines on country featured throughout the backdrop represent country in all
its diversity, from our waterways, mountains, valleys, deserts and plains. The imagery flows
across the canvas, evoking a feeling of wind movement and going forward together. The
power of wind is intertwined throughout the artwork.
Traditional symbolism for people is interwoven throughout the songlines reflecting CWPR’s
commitment to ‘it’s about people’. The CWPR team, alongside stakeholders and community
on country as we create a sustainable future for all, with a ‘Heart for Country’.
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Message from CWP Renewables CEO

Message from Reconciliation Australia CEO

I am proud to present CWP Renewables’ first Reconciliation
Action Plan (RAP). Our Reflect RAP sets out our commitment to
reconciliation and the tangible steps we’ll take on the journey.

Reconciliation Australia welcomes CWP Renewables to the Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP)
program with the formal endorsement of its inaugural Reflect RAP.

Our RAP is a natural extension of our values at CWPR. Integrity,
respect and collaboration are all core to the way we work and I
have seen first-hand the commitment of our people to stay true
to these values.
Our offices and projects are located
across a wide range of lands, predominately
in NSW. We acknowledge the Traditional Owners
of the lands on which we work and operate, and
we are looking forward to developing an increased
understanding of the rich history of the local
Traditional Owners.
CPWR is a relatively young company, which initially began as a joint venture in 2007. The last few years
have seen us go through a period of rapid growth to become a leading renewable energy company in
Australia.
In our commitment to delivering renewable energy we are playing a critical role in Australia’s net zero
emissions future. It’s also a future where we hope through our RAP we can contribute to meaningful
change and benefits for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
As an organisation, we are early on in our reconciliation journey, but our enthusiasm and commitment is
second to none. I look forward to us delivering on our actions set out in this RAP and fostering a culture
of understanding and deeper connections with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
Jason Willoughby
Chief Executive Officer
CWP Renewables

CWP Renewables joins a network of more than 1,100 corporate, government, and not-for-profit
organisations that have made a formal commitment to reconciliation through the RAP program.
Since 2006, RAPs have provided a framework for organisations to leverage their structures and diverse
spheres of influence to support the national reconciliation movement. The program’s potential for
impact is greater than ever, with close to 3 million people now working or studying in an organisation
with a RAP.
The four RAP types — Reflect, Innovate, Stretch and Elevate — allow RAP partners to continuously
develop and strengthen reconciliation commitments in new ways. This Reflect RAP will lay the
foundations, priming the workplace for future RAPs and reconciliation initiatives.
The RAP program’s strength is its framework of relationships, respect, and opportunities, allowing
an organisation to strategically set its reconciliation commitments in line with its own business
objectives, for the most effective outcomes. These outcomes contribute towards the five dimensions of
reconciliation: race relations; equality and equity; institutional integrity; unity; and historical acceptance.
It is critical to not only uphold all five dimensions of reconciliation, but also increase awareness of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures, histories, knowledge, and leadership across all sectors of
Australian society.
This Reflect RAP enables CWP Renewables to deepen its understanding of its sphere of influence
and the unique contribution it can make to lead progress
across the five dimensions. Getting these first steps right will
ensure the sustainability of future RAPs and reconciliation
initiatives, and provide meaningful impact toward Australia’s
reconciliation journey.
Congratulations CWP Renewables, welcome to the RAP
program, and I look forward to following your reconciliation
journey in the years to come.
Karen Mundine
Chief Executive Officer
Reconciliation Australia
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Our Business
CWP Renewables (CWPR) is a renewable energy company that develops, operates and owns
renewable energy assets in Australia. We currently have a wind generation portfolio of 650 MW
with 3.5 GW of projects in development. With proven experience and expertise across the project
lifecycle, we work with local communities and our customers to lead the transition to Australia’s
clean energy future.
We have 75 staff in Australia and predominantly operate in NSW. We have corporate offces in
Sydney Eora Nation, Newcastle Awabakal Nation and Canberra Ngunnawal Nation and existing
generation sites in Bango Wind Farm near Yass – Ngunnawal Nation, Crudine Ridge Wind Farm
near Mudgee – Wiradjuri Nation and Sapphire Wind Farm near Glen Innes – Ngarabal Nation.
At this point in time, we have one staff member who identifes as an Aboriginal person.

Our RAP
CWPR and our employees are committed to environmental and social issues and take great
pride in the environmental benefits that our projects are delivering. As such, we have quite a
socially aware workforce that is interested in helping contribute to reconciliation in Australia.
We have established a working group comprised of volunteers across CWPR to implement
our RAP. To date, we have also put in place the following initiatives: (i) an Acknowledgement of
Country at any large company gathering; (ii) internal communications around key events like
NAIDOC Week and National Reconciliation Week; and (iii) working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander businesses where applicable.
The RAP champion of CWPR is Tim Michalas Chief Financial Officer.

Our RAP team
Our RAP Working Group is made up of:
- Jason Willoughby – CEO
- Tim Michalas – CFO
- Kristy Old – Project Developer
- Lyn Diskon – Community Engagement Officer
- Nadine Caff – Project Officer
- David Walsh – Development Engineer
- Andrew Thomson – Asset Operations Analyst
- Michael McGuire - Site Manager.
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Sapphire Wind Farm, Ngarabal Nation

Our RAP Team all volunteered to be part of the RAP Working Group.
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RELATIONSHIPS

RELATIONSHIPS
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ACTION

DELIVERABLE

TIMELINE

RESPONSIBILITY

Establish and
strengthen mutually
beneficial relation ships
with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
stakeholders and
organisations.

- Identify Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
stakeholders and organisations within our local
areas and spheres of influence.

January 2022

Community Engagement officer

- Research best practice and principles
that support partnerships with Aboriginal
and Torres StraitIslander stakeholders and
organisations.

March 2022

Community Engagement officer

Build relationships
through celebrating
National Reconciliation
Week (NRW).

- Circulate Reconciliation Australia’s NRW
resources and reconciliation materials to staff.

April 2022

CEO

- RAP Working Groupmembers to participate in
an external NRW event.

27 May-3 June
2022

Lead: Community Engagement
Officer
Support: RAP Working Group

Promote reconciliation
through our sphere of
influence.

Promote positive race
relations through
antidiscrimination
strategies.

- Encourage and support staff and senior
leaders to participate in at least one external
event to recognise and celebrate NRW.

27 May-3 June
2022

Lead: Community Engagement
Officer
Support: RAP Working Group

- Acknowledge National Reconciliation Week in
the General Meeting.Inclusive of:

June 2022

Lead: CEO
Support: RAP Working Group

•

History of the dates 67 referendum /
Mabo.

•

Reconciliation events / actions /
opportunities local to employees.

•

Company wide progress on meeting our
assigned RAP Actions.

RESPECT
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ACTION

DELIVERABLE

TIMELINE RESPONSIBILITY

Increase understanding,
value and recognition
of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures,
histories, knowledge
and rights through
cultural learning.

- Conduct a review of cultural learning needs
within our organisation.

April 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: HR and RAP Working
Group

- Implement cultural sensitivity training to all
staff.

April 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: HR and RAP Working
Group

Demonstrate respect
to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples
by observing cultural
protocols.

- Research Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander place names in CWPR operational
areas and consider implementing naming
protocols that are inclusive of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander language.

March 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: RAP Working Group,
community engagement officers
and local staff

- Develop an understanding of the local
Traditional Owners or Custodians of the
lands and waters within our organisation’s
operational areas.

May 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: Site Managers and HR

- Investigate local cultural protocols
and communicate to our staff at onsite
inductions.

July 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: Site Managers

- Initiate ‘Facing facts’ cultural walks / tours
in the locations of our sites.

Annually
commencing
July 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support:
RAP Working Group and HR

- Increase staff’s understanding of the
purpose and significance behind cultural
protocols, including Acknowledgement of
Country and Welcome to Country protocols.

March 2022

Lead: Project Officer

- Raise awareness and share information
amongst our staff about the meaning
of NAIDOC Week via a companywide
acknowledgement of NAIDOC Week in
General Meeting.

July 2022
NAIDOC week

Lead: Project Officer
Support: RAP Working Group and
CEO

- Communicate our commitment to
reconciliation to all staff.

Ongoing
(Review March
2022)

CEO

- Identify external stakeholders that our
organisation can engage with on our
reconciliation journey.

January 2022

Community Engagement Officer

- Identify RAP and other like-minded
organisations that we could approach to
collaborate with on our reconciliation journey.

January 2022

Community Engagement Officer

- Introduce our staff to NAIDOC Week by
promoting external events in our local areas.

July 2022
NAIDOC week

Lead: Project Officer
Support: RAP Working Group,
Office heads and Community
engagement officers on site

- Ensure that our job advertisements
demonstrate from the outset that we are
striving for reconciliation (i.e. statements
of support and referring to traditional place
names).

January 2022

Lead: Community Engagement
Officer
Support: Head of HR

- RAP Working Group to participate in, and
encourage colleagues to join, an external
NAIDOC Week event.

July 2022
NAIDOC week

Lead: Project Officer
Support: RAP Working Group

- Research best practice and policies in areas
of race relations and anti- discrimination.

February 2022

Lead: Community Engagement
Officer
Support: HR Team and RAP
Working Group

- Conduct a review of HR policies
and procedures to identify existing
antidiscrimination provisions, and future needs.

April 2022

Lead: Community Engagement
Officer
Support: HR Team and RAP
Working Group
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Build respect for
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures
and histories by
celebrating NAIDOC
Week.
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OPPORTUNITIES
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ACTION

DELIVERABLE

TIMELINE RESPONSIBILITY

Improve employment
outcomes by increasing
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander recruitment,
retention and professional
development.

- Develop an Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander recruitment, retention, and
professional development strategy.

October 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: Head of HR

- Investigate the provision of a
scholarship(s) for promising Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples for
further education in the areas required at
CWPR such as engineering, environment,
law, management, construction, and
finance. Consider also pairing this with
work experience or a cadetship within our
organisation.

March 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: CEO and CFO

- Ensure access to the RAP is referred to in
the recruitment process.

January 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: Head of HR

- Build understanding of current Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander staffing to inform
future employment and professional
development opportunities.

March 2022

Lead: Project Officer
Support: Head of HR

- Develop a business case for procurement
from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
owned businesses.

October 2022

- Investigate opportunities for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Land Care
Management for our offset sites.

October 2022

Lead: Project Developer
Support: Development team

- Investigate Supply Nation membership.

October 2022

Lead: Project Developer
Support: RAP team

Increase Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
supplier diversity to
support improved
economic and social
outcomes.

Lead: Project Developer
Support: Head of Construction

GOVERNANCE
ACTION
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Provide appropriate
support for effective
implementation of RAP
commitments.

TIMELINE

RESPONSIBILITY

- Maintain a RWG to govern RAP
implementation.

June 2022

CEO

- Draft a Terms of Reference for the
RWG.

January 2022

Development Engineer

- Meet at least every 3 months
and report on implementation and
activities to senior leadership.

January 2022
April 2022
June 2022
September 2022
December 2022
January 2022

Lead: Development Engineer
Support: RAP Working Group

- Establish Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander representation on the
RWG.

June 2022

Lead: Development Engineer

- Define resource needs for RAP
implementation.

January 2022

Lead: Development Engineer

- Engage senior leaders in the
delivery of RAP commitments.

January 2022

Lead: Development Engineer
Support: CFO

January 2022

Development Engineer

- Contact Reconciliation Australia to
make certain that our primary and
secondary contacts are up-to-date
ensuring we are receiving important
correspondence.

June 2022
and annually

Development Engineer

- Follow up with Reconciliation
Australia if we have not yet
received our unique reporting link
to participate in the RAP Impact
Measurement Questionnaire.

August 2022 and
annually

Development Engineer

- Complete and submit the
annual RAP Impact Measurement
Questionnaire to Reconciliation
Australia.

September 2022
and annually

Lead: Development Engineer
Support: RAP Working Group

- Register via Reconciliation
Australia’s website to begin
developing our next RAP.

August 2022

Development Engineer

- Define appropriate systems and
capability to track, measure and
report on RAP commitments.
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Establish and maintain
an effective RAP
Working Group (RWG) to
drive governance of the
RAP.

DELIVERABLE

Build accountability
and transparency
through reporting
RAP achievements,
challenges and learnings
both internally and
externally.

Continue our
reconciliation journey by
developing our next RAP.
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Contact details
Name: Tim Michalas
Position: Chief Financial Officer
Phone: 0428 878 416
Email: tim.michalas@cwprenewables.com

